Errata: Volo’s Guide to Monsters

This document corrects and clarifies some text in Volo’s Guide to Monsters. The changes appear in recent printings of the book, starting with the third printing.

Chapter 2

Control Air and Water (p. 118). In the next-to-last sentence of the paragraph, “you can’t do so again” now reads, “you can’t cast that spell with it again.”

Chapter 3

Kobold Scale Sorcerer (p. 167). In the Sorcery Points trait, the second sentence is changed to: “It regains all its spent sorcery points when it finishes a long rest. It can spend its sorcery points on the following options:

Neogi Master (p. 180). In the Hit Points entry, the text in the parentheses is now “11d8 + 22.”

Yuan-ti Mind Whisperer (p. 204). The creature’s Wisdom score is now 14.

Appendix B

Champion (p. 212). In the “Actions” section, “Light Crossbow” is now “Shortbow.”

In that attack’s description, “6 (1d8 + 2)” is now “5 (1d6 + 2).”

Conjurer (p. 212). In the Spellcasting trait, the cantrips now have no asterisks.

Evoker (p. 214). In the Sculpt Spells trait, “forces other creatures it can see” is now “forces other creatures it can see to make a saving throw.”

Appendix C

Grassland Creatures (p. 223). In the Flind entry, the Challenge (XP) information is now “9 (5,000 XP).”

Hill Creatures (p. 223). In the Flind entry, the Challenge (XP) information is now “9 (5,000 XP).”